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MOST BEAUTIFUL EQUINE JOURNAL/DIARYInspire Your Creativity And Ideas For EverydayA

Diary/Journal Filled With Something New On Every PageThis diary has plenty of room to write but

every page is a horse lover&apos;s dream.Unique horse drawings by award winning artist Cindy

Elsharouni.Never get bored or discouraged. Benefits of journaling with added equine

inspiration!This book will motivate you to keep journaling, logging and writing.It&apos;s aimed to

keep you motivated by reminding you of what you love.No better way to stay motivated.Perfect gift

for your horse loving friends... AND YOUScroll up and grab a copy today.
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This journal came out of a desire to spend more time writing and journaling especially during my

times of meditation but with some added equine inspiration. This journal does not have quotes but

the inspiration of visualization and imagination. Like looking at a beautiful painting or drawing can

impact how you approach your day, this gives some excitement to what will come ahead. Life needs

to be enjoyed andÂ it&apos;s theseÂ things that make it beautiful while you do something good for

your body and your soul.Â A picture is worth a thousand words, but put both together and your have

power for your day and your life.Â 

Cindy Elsharouni is a professional artist and illustrator working for over 25 years across multiple art

fields and on diverse projects. She has always had a passion to invite those around her into her

world of art and imagination, since the age of 3. Through her drawings (and paintings) she invites

you to experience another world where your imagination is free to soar. This life can't be complete



without the gift of creative imagination. Visit their site on www.selahworks.com.

Absolutely Love all Cindy Elsharouni amazing coloring books! The artwork in this journal is beautiful.

You can choose to add some color or it or simply leave the artwork in black and gray. Either way

that you your still going to have a beautiful journal! I would highly recommend to anyone who loves

to journal and/or color!

Beautiful and great to help decompress at the end of a busy work day.

I received my journal yesterday. It is very beautiful and will be perfect for brainstorming my stories!

Little writing, little coloring. Perfect combo. And the size is good too, fits in my bag! Thank you!

Love this journal! Perfect for any horse lover. Beautiful drawings and the paper is a good weight. I

think it would be better in a hardback version.

Love my journal, love the pictures! I ordered it on Friday and had it by Monday!

Cindy's coloring books are my absolute favorites! I own 3 of her horse series. Actually buying one of

her books is what got me back into coloring. Although I've now collected a lot of coloring books for

adults (too many lol), these are always my go to when I'm "stuck". I like that her style varies, so that

I can get a quick color in or spend time with lots of details & shading. (There's always a good

variety.) Was thrilled to see a journal was coming out with some new styles of drawings! The new

ones are more realistic with beautiful shading & details as well as some with the intricate designs

similar to previous books. Everyone will find pages to enjoy for sure. Her website offered a few

advance pages that I printed out, and am loving them! I'm sure being on nicer paper & in actual

journal format will be even better! I've included a photo of one page that I'm still working on. Really

looking forward to having the journal in my bag to color, make notes, & save favorite quotes or

inspirations. I'm also going to save some favorite colored pencil blends, etc. in it. You won't regret a

purchase from Cindy Elsharouni!

What could be better than to have Cindy Elsharouni's wonderful drawings of horses adorning a

personal journal. Here they cavort and play on each page, bringing their magical energy to the

words to be written or recorded. Joy is found in small places, in this case, it is found between the



covers of Cindy Elsharouni's latest release.

If you like journaling and horses, this is the book for you! There are plenty of lined pages to write

your thoughts on and beautiful illustrations of horses to color. The horse pictures are gorgeous as is

or you can color them in! Lovely journal done by artist Cindy Elsharouni!
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